Who we are

Horizon formally opened its doors on 1 July 2012, and offers a nationwide combination of first rate technical underwriting skills, knowledge and experience that is unmatched within the marine insurance marketplace.

Horizon has three offices, with the head office being in Johannesburg:

- Johannesburg – Paul March and Mike Brews
- Durban – Hugh and Ramona Murcell
- Cape Town – Bruce Swanson

At Horizon, we pride ourselves on our attention to detail and our commitment to matching the clients’ best interests with tailor-made cover.

We offer:

- Over 300 years of marine underwriting expertise.
- Brokers a base of first rate technical underwriting skills, knowledge and experience that is unmatched within the transportation insurance marketplace.
- Sound underwriting principles to conventional marine import, export, cross-voyage, transit, stock throughput and pleasure craft policies.
- Specialist expertise in & insight to niche risk in the marine market such as charterers, stevedores and container liabilities and confiscation and deprivation cover.
- The skill required in understanding the unique nature of our client’s risks to provide the right solutions, which also guarantees reliable continuity of cover.
- On-going monitoring of the clients changing business circumstances to ensure appropriateness of cover.
Our products

Horizon specialises in offering the following marine insurance products:

- **Marine Import and Export risks**, from supplier's warehouse overseas to final destination in South Africa and vice versa
- **Goods in Transit risks**, whether the goods are moved by the owner's own vehicles, Road Hauliers or arranged by a Transport Broker
- **Smallcraft risks** and associated liabilities
- **Stock Throughput risks** which covers the importation, storage and distribution of cargo
- **Certain Marine Liabilities** (such as Warehouseman's Liability and Carrier's Legal Liability)
- **Commercial Hull** underwritten through our Cape Town Office
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